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New items we would like to tell you more about: 
 

D A S H B O A R D 

Non-functional groups highlighted 

Linked items on group detail page 

Additional explanation configuration 

New Leviy Support articles 
 

A P P 

Renewed units' screen 

Additional explanation for tasks  

Shortcut to current shift  
 

D A S H B O A R D

Non-functional groups highlighted

A tab has been added to the groups'

overview to highlight groups that require

attention. These are groups without linked

clients, objects and/or assigned users. This

way you don't have to search, but the

information is handed to you. 

Note: A group is not functional if it does not

contain assigned users or linked clients or

objects.

Linked items displayed on group detail page

On the group detail page, the applicable

clients, objects, units and assigned users are

displayed when there are ten or fewer. This

way you can easily and quickly see what is

linked.

Tip: 

To easily find out which group(s) and thus also clients, objects and units a user is linked to,

you can now also click on the assigned group(s) from a user page in Accounts.

Additional explanation room categories, tasks and task history

We have now provided the room categories

configuration, recurring task planning and

task history with an additional explanation to

support you. Still can't figure something out?

In Leviy Support you will find answers to

frequently asked questions. 

New Leviy Support articles

The past period we have updated our Leviy

Support with many new articles. For each

module, you can find matching articles that

allow you to get started in the Dashboard, the

App and Leviy Analytics. With each article

you can find useful GIFs that clearly show the

settings and steps. 

A P P

Renewed units' screen

The units' screen in the App is being renewed

to make current and open items more

transparent. Filtering on parts, such as

departments, zones and floors, will also be

supported. Would you like to see the first

version and join the test pilot? Get in touch

with us! 

Additional explanation for recurring tasks 

Want to learn more about the recurring task

planning in the App? Via  you can learn

more about how the module works and share

the information with your colleagues. This

way you can get started right away! 

Shortcut to current shift 

After starting a shift, you may want to look up

certain things in other places in the App. To

help you resume your started shift, you can

now consult your current shift from the

overview screens of all objects. 

 

U N D E R  T H E  H O O D

Getting started Leviy x Mews

Leviy already integrated seamlessly with the PMS system from Mews, from now on the current

state of the rooms is immediately up-to-date from the moment of integration. Thanks to this

improvement, the housekeeping team can get started immediately after activating the integration. 

The Mews integration and the Housekeeping module from Leviy are being used in more and more

hotels. Are you interested too? More information can be found here. 

Hosting infrastructure 

Leviy's hosting infrastructure includes a large number of components to provide day-to-day

availability, capacity, performance and security. We are currently working on providing various

components with the necessary upgrades. We can make most changes without end-users

noticing. In the long term, however, we do foresee a few short moments of planned downtime. We

will communicate this as usual via the status page.

B E H I N D  T H E  W A V E S

Schedule MKS inspections

It is currently not possible to plan MKS inspections. We are now working on that, and it is

expected that the general availability will be announced in the next newsletter!

See you next release! 
Team Leviy
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I would like to discover the knowledge base

Yes, I would like to join the test panel

I am interested to learn about the value of the Housekeeping module

Sign up here to receive status updates
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